
HOME Experience

-Sharing menu
-Family menu
-Family time

-Safe

NEW NORMAL

RESTAURANT Experience Changed

-Solo menu
-Multi menu dish

-Meet Friends
-Less sharing menu

HOW COVID 19 COULD IMPACT THE RESTAURANT DESIGN 
ON LIFE  DURING AND AFTER COVID 19



After COVID 19 pandemic forced the change for all 
business, one of the largest business impact would be 
all type of restaurants. The owners needed to reduce 
high risk activities, operation and services will change 
significantly. In uncertain times, the owner needed to 
think how to convince consumers to comfortably come 
to the restaurant again. This project objective derived 
from our clients, who are the restaurant’s owner, their 
operation had to quickly shift gear to delivery food 
service. At the same time, they tried to figure out the 
best solution if delivery food service is not enough 
completely heal their business, alternative service 
option would be quickly developed.

At the beginning of this situation almost all type of  
restaurants were forced to close without any clear 
indication. When they can reopen? What is clear 
regulation to do? No one know what will look like when 
reopen during or after this period. However, owners 
and consumers were both affected by this pandemic, 
they will adjust to the new normal way. Furthermore, 
for pre-vaccine COVID-19 period, social distancing 
became a new proportion, it sets everywhere just to 
buy the time for slowing down the spread and to avoid 
overcrowding. Unluckily, social distancing is badly 
effect to the number of customer per one restaurant, 
the whole space would be decreased as it would be 
damage halved.
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Existing restaurant seating compared to new social distance layout.
30%of total space is kitchen but serve only haft consumers



After the interviewing and survey, food hub solution project is mimetic setting for foreseeable help our clients to run their 
business in the interim period. When work from home ends, people need to go back to work at the office, social 
distancing might not be efficiently concern. How the restaurant operation can reduce  capacity ?  How many restaurants 
can set up outdoor or patio dining ? How people can trust that is protective enough? Many office has been set up new 
space for food delivery for lunch but not that all office can do. Also dining time density will be gushingly recall.  

The future direction for food hub solution will be set as 2 key steps 
1. Fewer seating and limited density in the restaurant will become the new norm.  As a result, take the kitchen area 
off, it will be out from the restaurant but cloud kitchen instead. The seating area is now takeover kitchen, where is 
counted as 30% of total. The new norm restaurants is now without kitchen but they still deliver the food from cloud 
kitchen somewhere around. One cloud can serve at least 3 branches nearby. Rental more space is not a choice 
anymore if the owner can efficiently operate the existing one.

Eating zone would be reorganise, as new distance, 
and can be develop more idea to be Co-Eating 
Space where operate by one organisation under the 
government.
The restaurant's owner will pay for rent eating space 
but no need to pay extra cost for set up new one. 

This area is likely food court without kitchen, only 
seating area. Co-Eating Space will be set up in the 
Food Hub area, where many restaurants can share 
the eating space here.  



2. After set up Co-Eating Space, grouping zoning is the next step. Each zone 
has been divided as type of food and type of people. When physical contact has 
been reduced during pandemic, online application platform will be used for this 
project. Seat booked with food will be confirmed after using online ordering apps. 
The owner will clearly sure that all seating will be set up at Food Hub. Last thing 
to do is to deliver all food from cloud kitchen on time. 

Co-Eating Space development 
Eating behaviour and number of seating will be placed as zoning below 

Rush hour zone – Grilled pork with sticky rice is the best for early morning hour, 
when seating is not necessary for street food in the morning 

Solo Zone- If you are single this are is perfect, but if not, private area is 
remain for someone who come alone.

Group zone – Start from couple to family seating, order for sharing for 
group zone is a good choice for dinner after working hour.

Machine Zone – Full booked for food and Co-eating area may be happen 
someday, food vending machine will be prepared. However, if you are in the rush 
hour, this area might be suit you as well.

All eating area would be facilitated by Co-Eating Space operation. Eating 
regulation and indication would be well operated as the government guidelines. 
The restaurant is just only set up cloud kitchen and deliver the food set to this 
place without any operation concern. Moreover, consumers will likely trust that 
this place is non-risk for pandemic spread. Cost operation and services will be 
reduced because no need to hire waiters for dish serving and restaurant rental 
cost per branch can be also turn to another benefit. 



Food Hub is the creative 
design project which 
propose new normal 
potential direction for 
current situation and can 
be developed in the 
future, if COVID-19 stay 
with us all along. The 
ultimate objective of food 
hub project is to remain 
the restaurant industry 
with well operation and 
also consumers would 
comfortably come to use 
the space. The world 
after COVID-19 might be 
forced to reduce the 
numerous of people in 
one place, restaurants 
will be not only in the 
department store but the 
new normal set up out 
mall area instead. 
Foreseeable, the normal 
restaurant with its own 
kitchen may be differently 
changed to co-eating 
space as ‘FOOD HUB’ 
eventually.


